Hana Fiber Build –
Focus on Necessary Easements
Opportunity

- Hawaiian Telcom is working to plan and construct a fiber optic cable to Hana, a project enabled by the Connect America Fund

- Key challenge is acquiring the easements for the fiber route

  - **Land Owner Approval**: HT will need easements from seven property owners to secure a path to Hana
  - **Easement/License Area**: 15’ - 25’ wide, non-exclusive easement for the installation and maintenance of telecommunications equipment
  - **Right-Of-Entry (ROE)**: Will allow immediate access for design, engineering, and construction of the general route approved by the landowners
  - **Easement**: Final metes and bounds will be surveyed and submitted with the easement based on the as-built facilities

- Obtaining easements to expedite this project is vital to meet East Maui’s increasing demand for telehealth and broadband

- Key benefits to the community
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